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In this article, The directors of company should bear the responsibility to 
the third person,the purpose is prompting the directors of company to be 
self-discipline and abiding by the duties,and then protect the interests of the 
company and the third person. 
On the research Methods,the article summarize the Background and 
Significance of the topic； analyze the necessity and feasibility of the system of 
the responsibility of the directors of company to the third person；research The 
nature and the elements of the responsibility of the directors of company to the 
third person ； analyze the problem of  China's legislation about this 
responsibility and put forward how to improve. The innovation of this paper is 
not only discusses the directors of company should bear the responsibility to the 
third person, but also should protect the interests of directors，specific measures 
include:the insurance system of directors' liability ，the right of recourse of the 
directors to the person should bear joint and several liability，and so on.So，both 
against the behavior of directors violating duty and protect the legitimate 
interests of the directors; both maintain the market’s security and maintain the 
enthusiasm of the directors 
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